The Trashing of the People’s Library
Facts and the written word have long been enemies of injustice, as they are now
with critiques that the economic game is rigged to concentrate money and power
at the top. So, it was no surprise when the New York police raid on Occupy Wall
Street trashed the “People’s Library,” Danny Schechter reports.

By Danny Schechter
One of the clearest indicators of a fascist mentality is its contempt for
oppositional ideas. The Nazis staged mass book burnings, and some U.S. religious
zealots followed in their footsteps by burning rock and roll records they
considered the “Devil’s Music.”
In 1992, the war on Sarajevo began with the burning of its world acclaimed
library by rightwing nationalists who found the city too multi-cultural for
their tastes,
In New York, our liberal but opportunistically Republican mayor, Michael
Bloomberg, supports the New York Public Library. He also supported the right of
that fanatic, fundamentalist minister Terry Jones, to burn the Quaran to protest
Islam,
“I happen to think that it is distasteful. I don’t think he would like it if
somebody burnt a book that in his religion he thinks is holy,” Bloomberg said a
year ago, “But the First Amendment protects everybody, and you can’t say that
we’re going to apply the First Amendment to only those cases where we are in
agreement.”
So what does this self-styled upholder of the First Amendment say today after
the New York Police Department, under his command, trashed The People’s Library
at Liberty Plaza (Zuccotti Park), the base camp of the Occupy Wall Street
Movement? So far, he’s said nothing!
Amy Goodman was one of the few journalists who managed to get into the park
while the police tore it apart, writing, “we saw a broken bookcase in one pile.
Deeper in the park, I spotted a single book on the ground. It was marked ‘OWSL,’
for Occupy Wall Street Library, also known as the People’s Library, one of the
key institutions that had sprung up in the organic democracy of the movement.
“By the latest count, it had accumulated 5,000 donated books. The one I found,
amidst the debris of democracy that was being hauled off to the dump, was Brave
New World Revisited, by Aldous Huxley.”

I was in the park this past Saturday with one of the People’s librarians. She
pointed to one of only a handful of broken and waterlogged books that they
recovered from the trash.
She also noted that a new pile of books had been donated since the forced and
brutal eviction earlier in the week. Among them was Howard Zinn’s collection of
voices from The People’s History of the United States.
Also, this weekend, the Library issued a new PDF version of its unique and
impassioned anthology of poetry. Poets from all over the world are supporting
the library, as the People’s library website explains:
“Poets from around the world have been sending poems to the People’s Library in
an effort to create a living/breathing poetry anthology in solidarity with the
Occupy Wall St. movement.
“All poems are accepted into the anthology. The anthology is updated on a weekly
basis. If you’d like a poem added to the anthology email stephenjboyer@gmail.com
and please include ‘occupy poetry’ in the subject.”
When I spoke with editor Stephen Boyer a week earlier, I commented that there
was no introduction to the collection. He agreed it needed one, and honored me
by inviting me to write it. It has now been integrated into the latest PDF.
Here’s part of it: “Poems Are The Ultimate Weapon Of The 99%”
“You see it here, dangling, in this book of Occupy poems, stuffed between
improvised covers in a binder, virtually chained to a bookcase in the most
improbable People’s Library ever created. It is a growing collection, tethered
this way, because so many read it, contribute to it and want it.
“It is part of the amazing collection of the printed word, off the shelves of so
many supporters and now sandwiched into a corner of a park housing an occupation
to challenge the money state, based just two blocks away on the Street named
after a Wall built centuries ago by slaves to hold back the Native Americans who
were the first people displaced from this Island to make way for today’s
overstuffed and over-bonused courtiers of commerce.
“Wall Street has long occupied America, but now, with passion and a high sense
of purpose, Americans and friends from all over, occupy THEM, and among the nonviolent weapons in an ever-expanding arsenal of anger, are words on the page,
poems of every kind, written to tweak and challenge the power of their many
purses.
“All movements need their poets to set the tone, to raise the questions and

express the sensibility. And so it is true, I must confess, of OWS, where poetry
lives in the hearts of this encampment of the engage, on this half-acre of
enraged souls who have assembled to take a stand, to fight the power, and to
build a community of the dispossessed and discontented in search of real
democracy.
“There may be rage in this Park but also love and commitment without end. We are
here also in the memory of poets who have come before, like Brooklyn’s Walt
Whitman whose poems and action echoed those who fought for the union to conquer
slavery.
“Whitman once said: ‘To have great poetry there must be great audiences, too,’
And Occupy Wall Street is a great audience with poetry readings every week along
with the mic checks and the militancy.
“Also, let’s not forget the beats like Allen Ginsberg who lived in Lower East
Side New York, and whose life and work was a testament to the duty of the poet
to provoke and inform, to fuse poesy and politics. Allen is here in spirit as
are so many other New Yorkers of the word who powered movements in years gone by
and feel so uplifted by this one.”
The People’s Library emerged in a city that is cutting back on the hours its
libraries are open, a town which has also seen the recent closures of major
bookstores including a Borders right up the block because of failures in their
Wall Street-driven speculative financing and expansion plans. Their own debts
brought them down.
Just as Mayor Bloomberg and his gendarmerie can’t evict an idea, the People’s
Library will not be burned and only get stronger.
In fact, occupiers continue to turn their slogans into poems, like this one
hurled at cops hidden behind plastic face masks: “Take Off Your Riot Gear.
There’s No Riot Here!”
News Dissector Danny Schechter covers the OWS movement daily on his
Newsdissector.com blog and for AlJazeera and other leading websites. He hosts
News Dissector Radio for Progressive Radio Network (PRN.Fm) He recently produced
a TV report on the occupation, online at:
http://www.youtube.com/user/PressTVGlobalNews#p/u/9/cohBX_HMoz8” Comments to
dissector@mediachannel.org

Israeli Democracy Fades Toward Black
America’s Founders understood that creating a nation that favored one religion
over others was a recipe for repression. Israel’s founders rejected that wisdom
and sought a Jewish state with democratic ideals. But it is turning out that
America’s Founders were right, as Lawrence Davidson explains.

By Lawrence Davidson
Have you seen those old-time movies notable for their predictable endings? The
cowboy is seen riding into the sunset or the lovers are reunited, etc. And then
comes the end – the screen dramatically fades to black.
Most of these movies are pretty bad. The stories are trite, the acting
melodramatic and directing inept. Well, this genre seems to be making a
comeback, but off the screen rather than on it. In this revival, the Israelis
are leading the way albeit with an ending that is as sad as it was predictable.
Israel’s bad movie starts out as an historical drama with moral overtones. It’s
the story of Israeli democracy but, unfortunately, it has an illogical and
misguided premise. It begins with the notion that you can have a religiously
exclusive democracy with a multi-religious population. Under these
circumstances, the drama quickly turns to tragedy.
The final act of this tragedy appears to be playing itself out before our eyes.
It opened in 2009 with the second term of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, a
hard-line “Likudnik” determined to expand Israel to the Jordan River. That makes
him an ally and supporter of the settler fanatics who represent today’s version
of Zionist fascists.
There is a correlation between the condition of Israeli democracy and the
ambitions of Netanyahu’s allies. As the settlements expand, Israeli democracy
shrinks. This in turn is tied into the fact that the prime minister is
determined to keep greater Israel demographically Jewish, and this means
expansion must be coupled with ethnic cleansing.
One can see this clearly in present Israeli policies in East Jerusalem as well
as the violent harassment of Palestinians by settler thugs throughout the West
Bank. Following logically from the flawed premise in the original script, this
is a perfectly predictable ending for the story of modern Israel.
The drama now turning into tragedy has its peculiarly Jewish subplots. There
have always been multiple expressions of Judaism. One has been the East European

insular version born of acute persecution. This version expressed an inward
tribal orientation that assigned the role of real or potential anti-Semites to
all those who are non-Jews.
Then there was the pre-1967 American version. This one was outward looking and
held in high esteem the general principles of tolerance. Here the reasoning was
that, as a minority, Jews were safest in a world where tolerance was a universal
virtue. In Israel/Palestine, it was the East Europeans who shaped the outlook of
most Jewish citizens.
That paranoid outlook is certainly the one held by Netanyahu, but he inherited
it from others of East European origin. He and his supporters are the heirs of
Vladimir Jabotinsky, a Russian-born militant Zionist who died in 1940, and
Menachem Begin, Israel’s first Likud prime minister who died in 1992.
This is not to say that Israel’s Labor Party heritage was not also insular and
expansionist. After all David Ben Gurion was from Russian-controlled Poland. The
differences between the two groups are quantitative and not qualitative.
However, it is Netanyahu and his coalition who control the Israeli government.
They rule in the Knesset. And they are using their power to destroy not only the
Palestinians but also those Israeli Jews who would defend the bygone American
version of tolerant Judaism.
One can only imagine that Netanyahu and his fanatics look upon these other Jews,
who would make their peace with the Palestinians, as the Bolshevik fanatics once
looked upon the Kronstadt sailors. They ultimately see them as dangerous
traitors.
Just in the past few weeks the Knesset has spat out a number of bills aimed at
restricting the voices of Jewish opponents and to make it more difficult for
them to secure appointed offices. Part of a continuing line of similar
legislation, these new potential laws represent scenes in the final act of this
tragedy. Here are some highlights:
—A bill to “ban political organizations in Israel from receiving donations of
more than $5,000 from foreign governments and other international groups.” Peace
groups such as Peace Now and human rights organizations such as B’Tselem, as
well as others which are normally critical of the Israeli government would lose
much of their funding under the new law.
—Another bill in the pipeline would then tax at 45 percent all remaining income
from foreign governments. Put together the two bills will have a “staggering”
impact.

Yet, it will come as no surprise that individual donors, such as wealthy rightwing Zionists who give millions of tax-free dollars to sustain the settler
movement, are exempt from the new laws.
As noted, there are other laws as well that are causing concern. It is now a
criminal offense in Israel to advocate a boycott of the country and its illegal
settlements, or to mark the occurrence of the Nakba, the Arabic term for the
“day of catastrophe” when Israel declared its independence in 1948.
There also are bills pending that would make it easier to pack the Israeli
supreme court with rightists and even to punish media outlets that dare to
investigate the prime minister or his wife. Thus does Israeli democracy fade to
black.
The Reviews
The argument on the part of the Netanyahu forces is that the money coming from
foreign governments and organizations represents “meddling” in the internal
affairs of Israel. Well, the Israeli establishment should certainly know
meddling when they see it. Their politicians and agents are no doubt the world’s
experts at meddling in the affairs of other countries, particularly the United
States.
In the United States, through the manipulation of large cash donations, Israeli
leaders meddle away to their heart’s content, to the predicable detriment of
U.S. national interests in the Middle East. Simultaneously, these same Israeli
politicians see no problem in receiving a minimum of $3 billion a year from the
foreign government in Washington.
These new laws have a lot of Israelis upset, and not just those who are going to
be directly impacted. The official opposition in Israel, the Kadima Party
(ambitiously translated as the “forward” party) has suddenly taken it upon
itself to warn the nation that democracy is in danger.
Tzipi Livni, former foreign minister and now leader of the opposition (also
rather infamous for her part in the “Cast Lead” invasion of Gaza), said, “this
is an attempt to turn Israel into a dark … dictatorship.” The ceremonial
president of Israel, Shimon Peres, has declared that “these proposals deviate
from the basis of democracy.”
Of course, there is a good bit of hypocrisy in these protests. These dissenters
never were known for exercising their consciences over the suppression of the
democratic rights of non-Jews. Nevertheless, the targeting of the rights of
Jews, even tolerant ones, is “beyond the pale.”

But that is what you get when you deny the rights of others. Sooner or later the
process comes full circle and those in the in-crowd lose their rights too.
When the screen fades to black all that will be left of Israeli democracy is a
facade, a democracy in name only. For many, however, that will be sufficient. It
will certainly be sufficient for the Israeli politicians who, living wholly
within their Zionist ideology, prize its commandments above all else.
And it will suffice for the lobbyists and propagandists who must manage the
image of the Zionist state so that those Americans who give money and ensure
pro-Israeli policies can maintain the fantasy that Israel is “just like us.”
And finally, it will no doubt suffice for American Jewish congregants who do not
want to be ostracized from synagogues run by businessmen whose only connection
to “their people” comes from blindly supporting Israel.
Will it suffice for the rest of us? Hopefully not.
Perhaps as the last act of this bad movie plays out, many other reviews will
come forth criticizing the media image of Israel as fraudulent, the product of
half-truths running on to lies.
That might take a bit of lobbying on the part of those who see this movie as a
real disservice not only to Palestinians, but also to Jews. But take heart and
remember what Will Rogers once said, “there is only one thing that can kill
[bad] movies and that’s education.”
Lawrence Davidson is a history professor at West Chester University in
Pennsylvania. He is the author of Foreign Policy Inc.: Privatizing America’s
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